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Introduction
The iNOW UI Designer makes it easy to create modern and responsive UIs for IBM i applications.
With just a few clicks you can comfortably customize menus, subfiles and detail masks. Practice and
handling are fast and intuitive. Even pure IBM i users without experience in the Windows
environment can easily find their way using this guided tour. Programming skills are not required but
helpful.
The business logic remains unchanged in the existing IBM i application and is provided to the user by
a comfortable new interface - the iNOW UI client. Maintenance and further development of the
program logic thus remains on the IBM i while the interface design is done with the iNOW UI
Designer.
The most remarkable advantage of iNOW UI are:
1. easy handling even without having programming skills
2. impressive UIs with the top performance of today's desktop applications
3. UI designer and developper as well as user will be convinced in no time by the perfect
handling and the achieved results
4. modernized iNOW UI desktop clients are also running as browser app due to our web server
(see youtube video)
5. minimal installation and updating effort for browser and desktop clients through central
hosting (see youtube videos Installation & Update and Just-In-Time updating )

Following some screenshots that show the same features in a desktop and web app:

Modern tile menu and F-key toolbar
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Modernized subfile as data grid with filter, sort, group and export feature and additional documents

Modernized Subfile as card grid with additional data as data grid and graphic
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Modernized detail mask with integrated excel sheed
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Basics
When you start the iNOW UI Client, you must log in to the IBM I system. Apart from your username
and password, you will need the host name for this connection. This can e.g. be the TCP-IP address of
your IBM Power System or an alias for it.

After successful login, you will receive a welcome dialog at the first program start. Please select a
common directory where all redesigned screens will be stored and activate the designer.

Settings – Application
The main tab contains the settings for the application as well as for the associated IBM I session.
Here you will find the settings from the welcome dialog again and you can adjust them at any time.
If you do not specify a shared directory, the New Session button will not be active and you will not be
able to start an IBM i session.

Che k e a le Desig er if ou a t to desig a oder UI. If ou a t to use this iNOW UI o l as a
client to work with your IBM I application please switch it off.
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Settings – Session
Connection data
Set "Host" to define the IBM i system you want to connect to.

Display
Using all default settings is the easiest way to start. They guarantee a quick beginning and good
design results. Tthe feature "use application colors" enables the users to switch between different
skins (color schemes).

Tip: Further settings can be used to improve the look & feel of your iNOW UI client. This could be
useful if a specific color setting of the green screen should be applied correspondingly to the iNOW
UI.
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Automation
Screens that are not redesigned with iNOW UI Designer will be displayed in the on-the-fly mode. You
can select a rule-based automation for F-buttons and menus. Thus, they look more Windows like
without manual effort.

Note: The ruleset for the automation could not be explained here.
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Application
Skins
If 'link with application colors' is enabled in the display settings the user can switch between different
skins.

Requirement: "link with application colors" in settings - session - display
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New Session
Click "Start New Session" to receive a first GUI-on-the-fly of your BM i mask. This is the starting point
for working with iNOW UI Designer.
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Sign On screen
Enter your user and password on the SignOn screen.
If you want to automate your login click on "Login Screen?". (In this case your login data will be saved
and used automatically for all future logins. So be careful.) After this select a combination of labels
and edit fields in the screen identification Wizard that is unique for this screen considering their
position, length and content.
Important: Make sure you have a one-to-one identification to prevent misinterpretation of screen
mapping. This is especially important for masks with different views.
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Ignore screen
To suppress individual screens (for example, system messages), click "Ignore screen?".
In the Screen Identification wizard, you choose a unique combination of labels and edit fields to
identify this screen and it will disappear.
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Start Designer

Click on the button "Designer" to open the screen identification wizard. From the list, select a unique
combination of labels and edit fields for this screen regarding its position, length and content.

A correspondent directory will be created where the UI design is stored.
Note: If this directory is deleted or moved, the UI Design can no longer be applied.
IMPORTANT: The combination of fields selected here identifies, assigns and differentiates all newly
created masks. If a selected identifier applies to multiple masks, the UI design is applied to all these
masks too. This can lead to problems with otherwise different masks. Therefore, work with the
screen identification with great care.
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Modify Design

If the identification was made for a green screen mask, then you can start the UI Designer by clicking
on "Modify Design".
Note: For screens with different states of appearance (showing only a special variety of labels, edits,
F-Buttons etc.) we recommend to go through all these states. Then the system will know all existing
elements of the mask and you will be able to redesign the screen in one go. (See also: "Active
Learning")
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UI Designer
At the top there is the menu bar for designing the new UI for this IBM I mask. If you want to discard
changes, then close the designer using the cross in the upper right corner of the window. To save
your design, use "Apply" or "Apply & Exit".

In the center is the WYSIWYG preview. Here you can see the current layout of your UI design. With a
simple mouse click you select a single element. In its upper right corner a symbol appears. Clicking on
it opens and closes a context menu with selected properties of this element.
For multiple selection, hold down the mouse button and drag a frame around the desired elements.
Alternatively, use [Ctrl] (or [Shift]) and mouse-click to select and deselect multiple items. With a click
on the desired menu option it is applied to the selected elements.
To the left of the design preview the toolbox is located. It contains special FlexControls which are
dedicated to the communicating between iNOW UI client and IBM I application. In addition, various
DevExpress editor and layout controls are available for additional enhancements.
On the right side you will find the properties and events of a selected control. They can be displayed
in alphabetical order or in groups.
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Features in the menu bar

With "Apply" you save the current UI design and apply it immediately in the UI client. Select "Apply &
Exit" to quit the designer at once.
With "Copy" and "Paste" the marked elements are copied and inserted. Use this to apply different
FlexTypes to the same field.
Use Tab Order to change the items sequence. To increment the tab order of an element make a
mouse click on its number. Make sure that each element has got a unique tabbed value. In a
hierarchical structure (e.g., menu tiles in different groups within the menu container), the tab order
also includes the order of the parent elements.

With "to Bin" the selected elements are moved to a special archive container. This is very important
for the FlexControls because they are the counterpart of an element on the green screen. If a
FlexControl is missing, it is automatically recreated to ensure the functionality of the application.
Moving to the archive container, they disappear from the UI, but remain physically present.
You find the archive container as a narrow strip on the right sight of the UI preview. You can use the
mouse to zoom to the left to see its contents. The features in the menu bar can also be applied to the
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contents of the bin. Likewise, the contained elements can be dragged and dropped back into the
preview at any time.
With "to Group", "To Tab", "To Split", all selected elements can be moved to the selected container
(group box, register, splitter) with just one click. They are cut out at their original position and
reinserted into the target container.
Note: Applying this to the command line may cause the loose of menu functions. That’s h
the command line by drag & drop should be preferred.
Dock allows aligning the selected element on top, bottom, left, right i the
all remaining space with the selected control.

oving

ask. “et fill to fulfill

See the sections Menus in the tile design , F-Keys a d Subfiles for detailed information about
the Items to Menu , F-Keys , Register SFL Fields , Register SFL Headers , and Options to
ContextStrip functions.

Active Learning
The 5250 data stream provides the UI Designer with information about the layout of the green
screen that needs to be redesigned. Due to the limited space available, fade-in and fade-out is often
used in practice, so a mask may have different forms of appearance and does not always show all
elements.
This lack of space no longer exists on modern UIs, so much more information can be displayed at the
same time. So the UI Designer adds elements that newly appear on a green screen mask and the
iNOW UI Client user can benefit from more information at one glance. Therefore it is useful to go
through all states of appearance of a screen in order to make all elements available in the UI
Designer.
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Menus in the tile design
If you are in a mask with menu items in your IBM i session, click on the "Designer" button. Then, in
the screen-identification wizard, select those entries from the list that ensure the one-to-one
association of this mask. After completing the screen recognition, click on the "Modify Design"
button in the iNOW UI client to redesign the UI. (See section "Basics").
Select all menu items to be converted. This does not necessarily have to be all entries. You can also
group the menu items. In this case, you only select those that belong to the same group.

Then click on "Items to Menu" in the menu bar so that the conversion is done and the original
elements are automatically moved to the archive bin.
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For missing menu items, repeat these steps until your new tile menu contains all desired entries.
Drag it with the mouse to the desired size and position. To change the properties of the new menu
tiles, select a tile and change its properties in the property editor. There you will find all properties
and events of the selected item.
To change e.g. the appeara e usi g the Appeara eIte
Ba kColor for the or al state.
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propert a d hoose a differe t

So you can use an individual design for each group or menu tile.
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Specifics
For the operation of the tile menus the properties "CommandControl", "CommandKey" and
"CommandText" are of the utmost importance. They serve to transmit the chosen menu choice to
the IBM i application in order to trigger the desired action there.
"CommandControl" contains the name of the element in which the "CommandText" is entered in
order to confirm and complete the process with "CommandKey". The contents are generated from
the original menu entries when creating the menu tiles. So the leading number is used for the
"CommandText". The expected format (number + dot) is evaluated in order to automatically enter
the menu number in the command line and to be able to send it with Enter so that the menu
function is retained. (Other formats can be handled by Scripting.)
The first found FlexTextEdit is set as CommandControl and Enter as CommandKey. These properties
can be customized as needed in the Property Editor.
In the preview you can see and check the "CommandText" in the assigned "CommandControl".

Important: The content of the CommandControl property can get lost and needs to be manually set
for the menus to work properly. This happens, e.g. when using the "to bin", "to group", "to tab", "to
split" features, because the selected element is first removed and then reinserted. It is better to
move the element defined in "CommandControl" with drag & drop, so that the connection of the
menus is not lost.
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TIPS
The tiles within the menu can also be moved by drag & drop.
If you accidentally erase a tile, you can always recreate it from the corresponding menu item from
the archive container. You simply broad the archive container with the mouse to the left and you will
its content. Then apply the described procedure to the desired menu item.

Note: Take a look at our Youtube video.
The tiles are inside one (or more) FlexTileGroup in a TileControl. You can even combine several
FlexTileGroups into another FlexTileGroup to create an individual look of your menu.
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You can also create menu tiles that are independent from the IBM i application and can be used for
additional functionality. See "Scripting" for more about this topic.
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F-Keys
Click on the "Modify Design" or "Designer" button if you have not yet performed the screen
recognition for this screen and then select in the wizard those entries from the list that ensure the
one-to-one assignment of this screen. (See the Basics section for details).
Select the F-Keys and click on "F-Keys" in the menu bar.

A ToolStrip is generated for the selected F-Keys. By default, it appears at the top of the UI, but you
can also dock it at the buttom, right or left. The original elements are automatically moved to the
archive container.
Note: As Enter (Return), PageUp, PageDown are always available on the green screen, the
corresponding controls are created by default for these functions in the UI Client.
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With a right mouse click on a single ToolStrip element you get a context menu. There you can quickly
customize the most important design features, such as image, alignment and style (DisplayStyle).
Note: Default images for all function keys (F1.png etc.) are stored in the subdirectory "Resources / FKeys". These images will be assigned automatically to the corresponding f-key. For customization,
you can use the supplied icons or your own images.
The order of the elements can be easily changed by drag & drop.
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Specifics
For the correct conversion of F-Keys a format like "F3 = Text" is expected. It does not matter if they
are labels or edit fields. (Divergent formats can be handled with Scripting.)
Not always all F-keys are on the green screen at once. Using "F24 = More Keys" the same mask
provides a different variety of F-Keys. This is where Active Learning comes in, which ensures that
there is a counterpart in the UI Designer for every element on the green screen.
Depending on the technical implementation on the green screen, it may happen that only the
content of already converted UI elements changes. These are to be found in the bin and can be
converted into a ToolStrip element as described above.
In this way, you can always offer all available F-keys to the user as it is usual for Windows user. In the
"Key" property, the assigned F key is stored.

Tips
For customizing the ToolStrip elements open the editor for the propert

Note: Take a look at our Youtube video.
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Subfiles
To convert a subfile to a real datagrid, you must be in UI Design mode. First select all elements
(display fields and input field for the options) that belong to the content of the subfile. Make sure
that at least one element is present in each row and column. Scroll, if necessary, in the subfile until
this condition is met, otherwise the row(s) and column(s) without elements will be missing in the
datagrid.

Then click on "Create Subfile" in the menu bar and select your prefered subfile control type – data
grid oder card grid. The selected elements are moved to the archive container and replaced by a real
datagrid containing the records of the displayed subfile.
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Subfile grid

In the subfile definition, you specify the number of lines per data record. The default value "1"
applies to single-line subfiles. For multi-line subfiles, adjust this accordingly. The specified number of
lines will be merged to one row in the data grid.

All selected elements are moved to the bin and replaced by a real data grid.
Important: There is no column in the data grid for entering the option. However, these elements
must also be selected since they are needed for the communication with the IBM i application.
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Now you can create the headings of the table columns with "Register SFL Header". Select all
corresponding elements and click on "Register SFL Header" in the menu bar. They are assigned from
left to right to the columns in the data grid. Therefore, it is best to select as many heading elements
as there are columns.
Important: Since there is no column in the data grid for the option input, the headline must not be
marked for this, of course. It should be moved to the archive container with "to bin".
Finally, to provide the available options as context menu on a right mouse click in the datagrid select
all options and click on "Options to ContextStrip". Then a ContextMenuStrip will be created and
contains all selected options.
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This control is automatically assigned to the data grid via the
property "RowContextMenuStrip". The context menu appears at
runtime by a right mouse click in the data grid.
In the property group "Settings" you find different settings for
export, grid view, layout and much more. Here you determine e.g.
the availability of various export formats as well as grouping and
filtering of data.
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Specifics
In case of multi-line headlines there are more heading
labels than columns in the data grid. Select only one
element per column, as each element is interpreted as a
column header.
The missing texts can be completed in the "Headers"
property in the "Miscellaneous" category of the Property
Editor. Of course the headlines can also be edited
completely free.

Tips
Avoid the restriction of getting data only from one page and increase the number of records in the
datagrid by clicking on "All" in the button bar of the subfile.

As a result, the subfile is scrolled through to the end (invisible to the user) and all data records are
transferred to the data grid. This provides tremendous user benefits through the Grid's search, filter,
group, and export functions. Alternatively, you can limit browsing with the "10" option to the first 10
subfile masks.
The data grid automatically comes with many useful features. So the columns can be easily moved by
the user. Clicking on a column header sorts ascending or descending. The data can be conveniently
filtered and if the user moves a column to the header, they will be grouped accordingly. Likewise, the
data can be exported in various formats by a simple button click. Great benefits for the user without
much effort in the development are good reasons for displaying the relevant amount of data
completely in the grid.
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Note: Take a look at our Youtube videos about data grids for single line and multiple line subfiles as
well as creating new grids without existing Subfiles.

Card Grid
The Card Grid displays each record in a separate card, which by default (as in the IBM i subfile as
well) uses the full screen width.
“ele t all “u file fields a d li k Create “u file i the e u ar to ope the “u file izard. Choose
“u file Card Vie a d defi e the u er of li es per re ord.
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Adjust the generated control in size and position and create the corresponding context menu for the
options. Headings do not need to be assigned and can be left above the Card Grid. With "Apply &
Exit" you will quit the designer and see the result of your subfile creation.
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Card grid view offers you a second powerful opportunity to modernize subfiles. Card grid as well as
data grid are available for both single line and multiline subfiles.
Hint: Take a look at our Youtube videos about "Single-line SFL as Card Grid" and "Multi-line SFL as
Card Grid".
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Specifics
With "Modify Card Design" you change the card layout, which is then applied to all records equally.
Of course, you can also use layout tools such as GroupBox, TabControl, Panel use.
The so-called floating design of the card grid ensures an optimal arrangement for a maximum of
information at a glance. Thus, with a narrow card design, the representation also takes place side by
side and adapts automatically when the size of the mask changes.

Tips
In the Card Designer you got the same extensive options as for designing detail masks.
If you like to display the headings of a subfile in each Subfile Card, you can copy them from the
Subfile Designer ("Modify Design") and simply paste them in the Card Designer ("Modify Card
Design"). Alternatively, simply place new labels from the Toolbox in the Card Designer.
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Detail screens
With the "to Group", "to Tab" and "to Split" features, you are able to rearrange IBM i screens to
create clear UIs providing lots of space for additional information.
E.g. use a groupbox for associated information or a tab to add detailed data, documents etc. To do so
make your choice of elements and then click "to Group" (or "to Tab") in the menu bar. All selected
elements will be cut out at the original position and inserted into a new groupbox (or tab).
For example, select the headline and other heading information. Click "to Group" in the menu bar
and all selected elements are moved to the groupbox.

Now you can design the groupbox as you like. Dock it on top, change the font, color and size. Move
items to the header of the groupbox instead of allowing a text to be displayed there. Use your
creativity for an appealing design.
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Use "to Bin" to move elements to the archive container that should not appear in the iNOW UI client,
e.g. the system time.
Use "to Tab" the same way as described above with "to Group".
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Drag the tab to the correct size and position,
or use the "Dock" feature to align it. Initially
the register only contains two pages.
The "TabPages" property allows you to open
an editor where you can add and remove
pages, change their order, set the properties
su h as Te t for each page and much more.

If desired, change color (ForeColor), font or other properties. Use multiselect of elements to change
the same properties for each of them at once.
Open a context menu by a right mouse click to get assistance in arranging, aligning and spacing of the
selected elements.
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"To Split" moves the selected elements to the left side of a splitter. The splitter separates a screen
area vertically or horizontally into two parts. By shifting the dividing line, the two areas receive more
space alternately. This is useful for information that do not need to be visible always in full size. If
necessary, adjust the property "MinSize". This size will not be undershot.

Specifics
By default iNOW UI Designer only creates labels and edit
fields of type FlexLabelControl and FlexTextEdit. Switching
the FlexType changes appearance and functionality of a
FlexControl.
In this way, for example, fields containing a date can be
switched to a FlexDateEdit that will automatically provide
a calendar item to select a date. The HostFormat property
specifies the IBM i date format used. Typical date formats
are e.g. d / M / YY or dd / MM / yyyy but also MM / dd /
yy or yyyy / MM / dd.
(For more information about the formats see: https://msdn.microsoft.com/dede/library/dwhawy9k(v=vs.110).aspx

You can duplicate a FlexControl to use it with different FlexTypes. Select the desired element, open
the context menu with the right mouse button and then use Copy & Paste. Or alternatively, press
[crtl] and hold it down while you move an element by mouse with drag and drop to its new position.
In the following examples, the customer number is used, since customer-specific files are available in
a corresponding path and file structure. So it is easy to add a picture of the customer (or article or ...).
The LoadFrom property specifies a directory and image name. The variable {Value} corresponds to
the field content, in this example the customer number.
Similarly, individual Excel and text documents can be integrated with the FlexType "FlexSpreadSheet"
and "FlexDocument" or even a document carousel with "FlexDocumentView".
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Change FlexType to "FlexEmailEdit" in order to an email address to an email app. Similarly you can
change it to "FlexURLEdit" to access a web address directly via browser.

TIPS
Support for designing the new UI is provided by the context menu, which you can open by rightclicking on the selected elements. Here you will find various options for the arrangement and
alignment of the elements, for the distances between the elements and much more.
Select multiple elements to realign them. Make a right mouse click on the one element where all the
others element shall be aligned to. It got white indicators at its corners instead of black ones as all
the other elements. Now choose the desired option from the context menu.
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Scripting
Scripting allows functional enhancements in the iNOW UI
client. With the C # Script language, you can respond to the
events that are triggered from the UI.
The modernized UI is created on the "UserControl". It
provides an important event called "HostDataChange".
Whenever the screen information of the IBM i application
changes this event will be executed.
The following example uses this event to apply the headline
(flexLabel_0_25) of the IBM i screen as the caption of a new
groupbox (grouBox1).
With a double-click on UserControl1, the standard event is
automatically activated and the script editor is opened,
where you can now freely program with the C # Script
language like this: groupBox1.Text = flexLabel_0_25.Text;
Syntax highlighting and codecompletion support you. The precompiler automatically checks your
code and indicates errors. The error list is displayed at the bottom of the UI Designer. Double-clicking
on an error line will bring you to this error. Case sensitivity and missing semicolon at the end of a line
are typical mistakes at the beginning. If all errors have been eliminated, the error list is hidden again.

Important: Follow the rules of the C # syntax, which are described in detail in the relevant literature.
Note: Take a look at our Youtube video.
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Snippets
For a simple start you can use prepared code blocks (snippets), which are easy to customize. They
deliver examples for starting IBM i and Windows programs using menu tiles.

AutoRun - SendKey
A double-clicking on the menu tile activates the default event of the control and opens the script
editor.

Choose the snippet "AutoRun - SendKey". It shows how something (here: "2") is entered in the
command line (here: iFlex_19_6_153.Text) and sent with SendKey "Enter". This example reflects the
automated entry of a menu item.
//AutoRun.AutoRunId = "AutoCust";
flexTextEdit_19_6_153.Text = "2";
SendKey(FlexHostKeys.Enter, 2, 2);

Of course, any other entries in the command line can be made in this way as well, e.g. "Call CustCL"
to directly call an IBM i program.
flexTextEdit_19_6_153.Text = "Call CustCL";
SendKey(FlexHostKeys.Enter, 2, 2);
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Process Start
To open a file and start the according Windows applications directly, use the Process Start snippet.

In this example E el starts a d ope s the file 1. ls that is located in the directory
"C:\Users\Public\Documents\iNOW Tutorial\Documents".
If the filename depends on the value of an edit field you can refer it like this:
Process.Start($@"C:\Users\Public\Documents\iNOW Tutorial\Documents\{flexTextEdit_19_6_153.EditValue}.docx");

If you only want to start an application, the call may also look like this:
Process.Start("notepad.exe");

PictureBox Load
Our example shows how a photo of the customer appears with a push of a button. First drag and
drop a picture box and a simple button from the toolbox. Change the button text to "show photo".
With a double-click on the button, its default event ("Click") is activated and the editor for the
scripting appears. The keyboard shortcut [Ctrl] + [K] + [X] displays the available snippets.
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Choose the "Picture Box - Load" snippet. It shows how you get the directory from the settings. In our
e a ple the pi ture a e is the sa e as the usto er id. That’s h the picture name can be
deri ed fro fle La el_3_17.Te t that o tai s the usto er u er. The complete string for the
image to be loaded is assembled in the variable "fileName". For this purpose, the pictures directory is
supplemented with the text of flexLabel_3_17 and the extension ".jpg". Now the complete path and
file name is assembled to load the image matching the customer.
var Pictures = ML.GetSetting("Pictures");
var pictureName = flexLabel_3_17.Text.Trim();
var fileName = $@"{Pictures}\{pictureName}.jpg";
pictureBox1.Load(fileName);

Now the snippet has to be adapted to your individual environment. Espacially the names of
flexLabels and flexTextEdits will differ from our examples because their names depend an their
position and Length. The hints in the ErrorList will help you to find and eleminate mistakes.
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TrackBar Value
To allow the user to change the size of the image, drop a "flexTrackBar". Double-clicking on the
control automatically creates the default event and opens the script editor. Select the snippet
"TrackBar Value" with [Ctrl + K + X] and adjust it.

This example shows how the new value of the Trackbar will be applied to the width and height of the
image. In addition, the minimum and maximum values of the trackbar were set to 50 and 250,
respectively.
var newValue = flexTrackBar1.Value;
pictureBox1.Width = newValue;
pictureBox1.Height = newValue;

Optionally set the visibility of the flexTrackBar initially to false and use the button1.Click event to
make it visible.
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With "Apply & Exit" you can see the result.
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